
The delivery of therapeutic drugs to
solid tumours may be impaired by
structural and functional abnormali-

ties in blood and lymphatic vessels1. Here
we provide evidence that proliferating 
cancer cells cause intratumour vessels to
compress and collapse. By reducing this
compressive mechanical force and opening
vessels, cytotoxic cancer treatments have 
the potential to increase blood perfusion,
thereby improving drug delivery.

Elevated interstitial fluid pressure — a
hallmark of solid tumours — is commonly
assumed to compress intratumour vessels.
However, the interstitial fluid pressure is
about equal to the microvascular pressure in
tumours,making it unlikely that the collapse
of permeable vessels is mediated by fluid
pressure2. We therefore investigated whether
proliferating cancer cells might cause com-
pression of tumour vessels and,if so,whether
relieving this compression would allow them
to open and regain their functionality.

To relieve compression, we targeted
tumour cells with diphtheria toxin, which is
much less cytotoxic to mouse than to human
cells3 (see supplementary information for
methods). Diphtheria toxin had no effect 
on murine tumours (T-241 type), normal
murine tissue (liver) or endothelium, but
caused apoptosis and time-dependent
regression in human-tumour xenografts
(HSTS-26T type) grown in mice (results 
not shown).

We found a greater fraction of blood and
lymphatic vessels with an open lumen in
diphtheria-toxin-treated human tumours
than in controls treated with PBS buffer 
(Fig. 1a–c). Treatment with diphtheria toxin
also causes vessels to have a rounder cross-
section in the human tumours but has no
effect on vessel morphology in the murine
tumours. Compared with collapsed vessels,
open vessels are surrounded by fewer cells,
suggesting that the local compressive force 
is lower (Fig. 1d). The diameter of perfused
blood vessels increased in the human
tumours after treatment with diphtheria
toxin and, in contrast to results obtained
after treatment with taxane4, a greater frac-
tion of blood vessels were perfused.

These changes in vascular morphology
cannot be explained by a difference in collagen
I content or in the molecular determinants 
of blood- and lymphatic-vessel formation
and remodelling (namely, vascular endo-
thelial growth factor, vascular endothelial
growth factor-C, vascular endothelial
growth factor receptor-2, angiopoietin-1 or
angiopoietin-2). Vessels associated with
smooth-muscle �-actin-expressing cells or

with a prominent collagen IV basement
membrane are more likely to have an open
lumen. Lymphatic vessels are rarely adjacent
to smooth-muscle �-actin-expressing cells.
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We next tested whether intratumour
lymphatic vessels, which are ordinarily non-
functional or absent5,6, become functional
upon opening. We found, surprisingly,
that those inside diphtheria-toxin-treated
tumours did not become functional, as
judged by fluorescence or ferritin micro-
lymphangiography6. It is possible that
tumours permanently damage lymphatic-
vessel structures, such as lymphatic endo-
thelial microvalves, or that the lack of
pulsatile blood flow in tumours inhibits
lymph formation7.

The tumour margin, in which mechani-
cal stress is predicted to be lower (see supple-
mentary information),contained functional
lymphatic vessels,as well as a greater fraction
of open lymphatics than was found in intra-
tumour regions (data not shown). Regions
subject to lower predicted compressive
forces thus contain open, functional lym-
phatics, whereas regions exposed to greater
compressive forces contain collapsed, non-
functional lymphatic vessels.

The role of a tumour’s mechanical micro-
environment in its progression and treat-
ment is starting to emerge. For example,
compressive forces inhibit tumour cell
growth8 and upregulate adhesion mol-
ecules9. Clinically, tumours can compress
large vessels and the spinal cord.

Our findings indicate that proliferating
tumour cells can also cause intratumour 
vessels to collapse,particularly those without
supportive stromal structures, leading to
impaired function. Tumour-specific cyto-
toxic therapy may result in more efficient
drug (or nutrient) delivery by decompress-
ing collapsed vessels10. Whether these newly
perfused vessels also provide additional
routes for metastasis is not yet known.
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Cancer cells compress intratumour vessels
Pressure from proliferating cells impedes transport of therapeutic drugs into tumours.
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Figure 1 Collapsed blood and lymphatic vessels open after 

relieving compressive forces generated by cancer cells in human

tumours. a, Blood vessels in HSTS-26T tumours remain collapsed

(arrows) 5 days after treatment with PBS buffer. b, A greater 

fraction of blood vessels have an open lumen (asterisks) 5 days

after treatment with diphtheria toxin. Scale bars, 50 �m.

Results were similar for lymphatic vessels. c, Fraction of 

blood vessels (red bars) and lymphatic vessels (blue bars) with 

an open lumen at different times after treatment with diphtheria

toxin (dark bars) or PBS buffer (light bars). d, Blood vessels 

(red bars) and lymphatic vessels (blue bars) with an open 

lumen have a lower surrounding cell density compared with 

vessels that have a collapsed lumen. Hash symbols indicate 

that P�0.05.
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